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Editorial: What My Dad Paul Baker Taught Us

M

y sisters and I learned so much from our father. His
hard work and endless long hours on the farm were
only one of the many teachings he taught us. Dad
taught us that the first 40 hours of the week, were to break even,
the next 40 hours were to get a head, and the final 20 hours were
necessary to plan ahead for the next weeks and seasons to come.
Have fun with what hours you could stay awake beyond that.
Even with working all the farm hours, dad always went out of his
way to make a lesson for us each day. Sometimes we didn’t care
for the lesson, but it was always meant to make us better adults.
It was very common that we worked on the farm each day
from 6-6. It was very common that we worked a half day on Sunday in the summer and all day on Sunday once harvest started.
We never asked an employee to do a job that we wouldn’t do ourselves. We learned to account for our time, we learned to save our
money, and we learned to value a human by their word and work
ethic and nothing more. We learned that if our name was on the
box, it better have high standards and be correct. We learned to
keep our word above all else. My sisters and I have all succeeded
as leaders and managers in our career fields. I’m certain that we
each learned as much on Baker Farms in Ransomville, NY as we
did in the Universities, we each attended.
There were many things I admired about dad. One was his
ability to find a better way to do something. He never felt a need
to do something the same way his father did, he was always looking for a more efficient method to all we did. He always did what
was best for the industry. He wasn’t one to cut a price to get the
sale. He traveled and volunteered his time to the NY Apple Association and US Apple for as long as I can recall and longer. In
the last 20 years he has worked tirelessly on behalf of the industry

through the NYS Hort. Society. In that role he believed he was
supposed to ask the questions on behalf of the other growers in
the room that did feel the comfort in speaking out.
We learned lessons of hardship as well. We learned Mother
Nature was not always kind, and somehow Santa knew when we
had a hailstorm or drought, and not to bring us as much that
year. We learned what it’s like to lose what is important to you,
and that you must carry on. We learned that we can’t control
everything nor everyone. We saw our father, my hero, fail. We
saw him cry, we saw him hurt and we saw him break. We saw
him dust himself off to fight another day! I can’t even count the
number of surgeries he had to repair the wear and tear caused
by a lifetime of farming. After each surgery, he would have such
optimism that this was the surgery that would take away his aches
and pains, just as a farmer has optimism that each year will finally
be the year the crops and markets will all be perfect.
Dad taught us to stand tall and be proud of who we are. I
can only speak for myself, but I am extremely proud to be a Baker
and to be the son of Paul Baker. I am extremely proud of all the
positive impact he had on each apple farmer whether they know
it or not. As a young child, I recall dad often saying, “you are
old enough to understand this” I have to say, dad prepared me to
understand and handle nearly every situation I have ever faced,
and I am grateful he did.
Brett C Baker | Executive Vice President, United Apple Sales
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HarvistaTM Affects Fruit Maturity of ‘Honeycrisp’ Apples
and Susceptibility to Physiological Storage Disorders
Chris B. Watkins, Yosef Al Shoffe, Jacqueline F. Nock and Yiyi Zhang

This research was supported by
the New York Apple Research and
Development Program
The use of plant growth regulators such
as HarvistaTM and ReTain® are critical
tools for apple growers to manage
harvest. However, inhibition of ethylene
production by these chemicals can affect
susceptibility of fruit to storage disorders.
This study highlights the need to
manage these susceptibilities, especially
if fruit are treated with postharvest
1-methylcyclopene.

Horticulture Section, School of Integrative Plant Science, Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853 USA
Keywords: Honeycrisp apple, storage disorders, fruit maturity

T

he plant growth regulators HarvistaTM and ReTain® are
used extensively by North American apple growers to
prevent preharvest drop and manage harvest. The active
compound of HarvistaTM is 1-methylcyclopropene (1-MCP),
which inhibits ethylene action, and of ReTain® is aminoethoxyvinylglycine, which inhibits ethylene production. Both compounds
can have beneficial residual effects by slowing ripening processes
during storage. They can decrease susceptibility of fruits to superficial scald, but also maintain susceptibility of fruits to carbon
dioxide injury. Less is known about the effects of plant growth
regulators on other physiological disorders of apple fruits.
‘Honeycrisp’, despite being a highly profitable variety that is
popular with consumers, is a difficult apple variety to manage and
store. It is susceptible to a wide range of physiological disorders
such as bitter pit (both pre- and postharvest), soft scald, soggy
breakdown, leather blotch, wrinkly skin, senescent breakdown
and core browning [these disorders are illustrated in a previous
issue of the Fruit Quarterly – Al Shoffe et al. (2016)]. The conditioning treatment of keeping fruit at 50oF for 7 days before storage
at 38oF that was discovered in our laboratory and used widely
as a commercial practice decreases losses due to soft scald and
soggy breakdown; however, it increases losses due to bitter pit.
The susceptibility of ‘Honeycrisp’ to a range of physiological
disorders makes it an ideal candidate to investigate the effects of
plant growth regulators, with and without postharvest treatment
with 1-MCP. In this trial, the effects of HarvistaTM on ‘Honeycrisp’ apples was tested. Comparable results have been found for
ReTain® in other trials but are not included in this article.

Materials and Methods
Trees in a 13-year-old ‘Honeycrisp’ orchard [Malus sylvestris
(L.) Mill var. domestica Borkh.] on M.9 rootstock at Fowler farms
in Western New York were used for this experiment. Rows of
trees were tagged in a random block design with three replicate
sets of 30 trees. HarvistaTM (60 g 1-MCP per acre) was applied
commercially by sprayer. The anticipated first harvest date for
the ‘Honeycrisp’ block (September 25, 2017) was used as the basis
for the following treatments:
•
•
•
•
•

Untreated control;
Two weeks before harvest (standard early);
One week before harvest (standard late);
One and two weeks before harvest (repeat);
One week before harvest (double rate of 120 g per acre).

490 fruits from each replicate were picked to commercial color
standards of > 66% red coverage and transported to the Cornell
University postharvest laboratory in Ithaca. Ten fruit per replicate
were taken for assessment of harvest indices, and the remaining
4

fruit divided into four
groups of approximately 168 fruits. For
each replicate, two
groups of fruits were
transferred to 33°F,
and the other two
groups were stored
at 50°F for one week
and then at 38°F
(C+38oF). One group
of the fruits at each
te mp e r atu re w a s
then treated after 24 hours with 1 ppm 1-MCP. Fruits were stored
at 33oF or C+38oF for 20 weeks and assessed after 4 d at 68°F.
The internal ethylene concentration (IEC) , starch pattern
index (SPI), flesh firmness, soluble solids concentration (SSC),
titratable acidity (TA) and IAD values were measured by standard
methods at harvest and after storage, except for the SPI, which
was measured only at harvest. All external and internal disorders
were assessed after storage.

Results and Discussion
‘Honeycrisp’ trees were treated with HarvistaTM (preharvest 1-MCP) at different timings and concentrations. Overall,
differences among treatments were minor. Therefore, we have
chosen the common application of HarvistaTM one week before
anticipated harvest to highlight treatment effects. Full results are
available in Al Shoffe et al. (2021).
Fruit quality at harvest: HarvistaTM -treated fruits were
less mature than untreated control fruits (Table 1) as indicated by
lower IECs and SPIs, and greener background color (higher IAD
Table 1. Internal ethylene concentration (IEC), flesh firmness, starch
pattern index (SPI), soluble solids concentrations (SSC), titratable acidity
(TA) and IAD value of ‘Honeycrisp’ apples untreated or treated in the field
with HarvistaTM (preharvest 1-MCP) 7 days before harvest on September
25, 2017.
Untreated control

Harvista

IEC (ppm)

19.9a

4.1b

Firmness (lb)

13.8a

14.5a

SPI

7.8a

7.1b

11.6a

11.8a

TA (%)

0.44a

0.50a

IAD value*

0.27b

0.46a

SSC (%)

*IAD values reflect chlorophyll a concentration (green color), with low values indicating less
chlorophyll
NEW YORK STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

Table 2. Flesh firmness, soluble solids concentrations (SSC), titratable
acidity (TA) and IAD value of ‘Honeycrisp’ apples that were untreated
(Control) or treated with HarvistaTM in the field. Fruits were then
conditioned for 7 days at 50oF and then either untreated or treated with
1-MCP before storage at 38oF for 20 weeks. Different letters indicate that
mean values are different from each other at P = 0.05.

A. Bi&er pit (%)

40
30
Firmness
(lb)
20(%)
SSC
TA
10(%)
IAD0value

Control

No 1-MCP
13.5b

ab 11.0ab
0.33b

no
1-MCP
1-MCP
1-13.9ab
MCP

b

0.09a

Harvista
No 1-MCP

a

a

10.9b

5

0.35ab

0.36ab

0.38a

0

0.08a

0.11a

0.09a

bb

a

50

15
aa

10

b

b

5

Control
Control

Harvista
Harvista

0

no 1-MCP

bb
b
b
Control

bc
Control

c

Harvista

Harvista

B.Core
Leather
blotch (%)
(%)
C.
browning

10
10

1- MCP

10

10.8b

1- MCP

15
20

no 1-MCP

ab

15
1-MCP

11.4a

no 1-MCP

30
20

a

20

14.5a

Control

ab

25

14.6a

A. Bi&erblotch
pit (%)(%)
B. Leather
40
30
30
20
20
10
10
00

A. Senescent breakdown (%)

a
a

1- MCP

a

B. Wrinkly skin (%)
no 1-MCP

ab

1- MCP

bc
c
Control

Harvista

Figure2.2.
Incidences
A. senescent
breakdown,
and B.
wrinkly
skin in f
Figure
Incidences
of A.of
senescent
breakdown,
and B. wrinkly
skin
in
TM
TM in the
(Control)
or treated
with
Harvista
in the
Fruits
were
then condit
fruits
that were
untreated
(Control)
or treated
withfield.
Harvista
field.
oF and then either untreated
Fruits
were either
then conditioned
days at 50
and then
untreatedfor
or7treated
with
1-MCP before storage at 38oF
o
or
treated
with 1-MCP
F for 20 weeks.
letters
indicate
that before
mean storage
values at
are38different
from Different
each other at P = 0.05
letters indicate that mean values are different from each other at P = 0.05.

b

values). However, flesh firmness, TA and SSC were not affected
statistically by HarvistaTM treatment.
0
Fruit quality after storage: Flesh firmness was higher in
Control
Harvista
fruit from all preharvest 1-MCP treatments compared with
untreated field control (Table 2). There was little effect of postharvest 1-MCP. SSC was lower in HarvistaTM treated fruits than
C. Core browning (%)
Figure 1. Incidences of A. bitter pit, B. leather blotch, and C. core in
browning
in ones.
fruits TA
thatwas
were
untreated
lowest in the untreated fruit without
a
untreated
(Control) or treated with HarvistaTM in the field. Fruits postharvest
were then conditioned
for 7from all treatments had similar loss
20
1-MCP. Fruits
o
no 1-MCP or treated with 1-MCP before
storage atas38
F for 20by low IAD values.
days at 50oF and then either untreated
of chlorophyll
indicated
15
weeks. Different letters indicate that mean values are different from each other
at
P
=
0.05.
Physiological disorders after storage: The effect of pre1- MCP
b
10
and postharvest 1-MCP treatment on the percentage of fruits
with physiological disorders was unique to each type of disorder.
5
Our focus is on the disorders that occur under the recommended
b
b
postharvest management protocol of conditioning for 7 days at
0
50oF followed by storage at 38oF. We have separated out those
Control
Harvista
disorders that are generally increased by HarvistaTM treatment
(Figure 1) and those that are decreased by treatment (Figure 2).
Bitter pit (Figure 1A): HarvistaTM treated fruits tended
Figure1. 1.
Incidences
A.pit,
bitter
pit, B.blotch,
leather
and C. core browning in fruits that were
Figure
Incidences
of A. of
bitter
B. leather
andblotch,
C. core browning
to have higher bitter pit incidence than control fruit although
TM
in
fruits that(Control)
were untreated
(Control)
or treated
with HarvistaTM
in the Fruits were then conditioned for 7
untreated
or treated
with
Harvista
in the field.
statistically similar to that of the control fruit without 1-MCP.
o
o
field.
then then
conditioned
7 days at 50
and thenwith
either
F and
either for
untreated
or Ftreated
1-MCP before storage at 38oF for 20
daysFruits
at 50were
are typically associated with increased bitter
untreated or treated with 1-MCP before storage at 38oF for 20 weeks.
weeks. Different letters indicate that mean values are different from Less
each mature
other atfruits
P = 0.05.
Different letters indicate that mean values are different from each other
pit susceptibility and therefore would be more likely to occur in
at P = 0.05.
HarvistaTM -treated fruits and in untreated ones. Postharvest
1-MCP treatments did not affect incidence of bitter pit.
Leather blotch (Figure 1B): Incidence of leather blotch was

bHarvista
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A. Greasiness (%)

a
100
80
60
40
20
0

no 1-MCP
1- MCP

b

bc

c

Control

Harvista

B. Core browning (%)
100
a

50
0

a

no 1-MCP
1- MCP

b

b
Control

Harvista

C. So@ scald (%)
25
20

a
ab

15

1- MCP

10

b

5
0

no 1-MCP

Control

ab

Harvista

fruits were stored in air, cavity formation that is symptomatic of
carbon dioxide injury was found, although at low incidences.
Senescent breakdown (Figure 2A): HarvistaTM treated fruit
generally had lower incidences of senescent breakdown than in
untreated fruit, which is consistent with the disorder being associated with more mature fruit. There were no effects of postharvest
1-MCP on the breakdown.
Wrinkly skin (Figure 2B): HarvistaTM treatment reduced
the incidence of wrinkly skin but was not affected by postharvest 1-MCP treatment. This is another disorder associated with
‘Honeycrisp’ for which we have little knowledge about the factors
that are associated with its development.
Greasiness (data not shown): Neither HarvistaTM nor postharvest 1-MCP controlled greasiness, with 100% occurring in all
treatments.
Storage of ‘Honeycrisp’ at 33oF is NOT RECOMMENDED.
However, we wanted to investigate the effects of HarvistaTM alone
and in combination with postharvest 1-MCP.
Greasiness (Figure 3A): The incidence of greasiness was
lower in HarvistaTM -treated than in untreated fruits, and its
development was further inhibited by postharvest 1-MCP treatment.
Core browning (Figure 3B): Core browning was not affected
by field treatment, with negligible amounts even at the low storage
temperature. However, the disorder was markedly increased by
postharvest 1-MCP treatment regardless of field treatment.
Soft scald (Figure 3C): The incidence of soft scald was variable among replicates and therefore statistical differences were
small. However, the lower soft scald incidences in HarvistaTM
-treated fruit regardless of 1-MCP treatment is consistent with
results obtained by Dr. Jennifer DeEll in Ontario, Canada.
Bitter pit (%) (data not shown): No statistical effect of preor postharvest treatment on bitter pit incidence was detected.
Incidence was much lower than that with condition and storage
at 38oF. However, this was one time where the standard treatment
was less effective than repeated applications of double concentrations.

Conclusions
Plant growth regulators are a critical part of the apple grower

Figure3. 3.
Incidences
of A. greasiness,
B. coreand
browning,
and
Figure
Incidences
of A. greasiness,
B. core browning,
C. soft scald
in C. soft scald in fruits that were
TM
toolbox
manage harvest
maturity. However, this trial illustrates
TM in
untreated
(Control)
or (Control)
treated with
Harvista
in the
field.
Fruits were
thentountreated
or treated
fruits
that were
untreated
or treated
with Harvista
the field.
o
oF
a
number
of
responses
to
the use of HarvistaTM that should be
Fruits
were
then
untreated
or
treated
with
1-MCP
before
storage
at
33
with 1-MCP before storage at 33 F for 20 weeks. Different letters indicate that mean values are
for
20 weeks.
Different
indicate
that mean values are different from
considered if these fruits are stored, and especially if postharvest
different
from
each letters
other at
P = 0.05.
each other at P = 0.05.
1-MCP is also used. From other research, we also know that

Conclusions
increased by 1-MCP treatment of HarvistaTM -treated fruits,
with no effect of 1-MCP in the control fruits or in the HarvistaTM
-treated fruits without 1-MCP. The causes of leather blotch are
not understood, although it is often associated with bitter pit
and may be related to low calcium contents in the fruits. It is
commonly associated with use of postharvest 1-MCP, although
it can occur in fruits that have not been treated.
Core browning (Figure 1C): HarvistaTM treatment did not
affect core browning of fruits compared with untreated fruits.
However, 1-MCP enhanced development of the disorder in HarvistaTM treated fruits, although not statistically with non- HarvistaTM fruits. Core browning in ‘Honeycrisp’ is often associated
with low temperatures (as clearly shown in Figure 3B). We do not
know the reason why the disorder was aggravated by 1-MCP.
Carbon dioxide injury (Data not shown): Even though the
6

ReTain® use results in similar responses to those shown here.
Summary of PGR effects: The effects of plant growth regulators can be summarized as follows.
HarvistaTM treatment alone Maturation of fruits is delayed,
and they are firmer after storage, with higher TA and lower SSC
than the control fruits. Core browning incidence was unaffected
by treatment, while that of senescent breakdown and wrinkly
skin was inhibited. In this trial, bitter pit (and leather blotch) was
not statistically higher in treated fruits. However, we know that
bitter pit incidence can be enhanced by plant growth regulators.
Therefore, we strongly recommend avoiding their use on orchard
blocks with high potential for bitter pit to avoid even greater
losses of fruits during storage. Overall, the results suggest that
postharvest 1-MCP should not be used on fruit treated in the
field with plant growth regulators.
No field treatment and postharvest 1-MCP Trends towards
NEW YORK STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

lower incidences of bitter pit, senescent breakdown and wrinkly
skin, and higher leather blotch and core browning. However,
these effects were not statistically significant in this trial.
Harvista treatment and postharvest 1-MCP No additional
effects over and above those of HarvistaTM alone on bitter pit,
senescent breakdown and wrinkly skin incidences, but markedly
higher incidences of leather blotch and core browning. This result
suggests strongly that postharvest 1-MCP should not be applied
to fruit treated in the field with plant growth regulators.
Storage at 33oF Low storage temperatures such as 33oF are
not recommended because of the higher risk of the development
of soft scald. Postharvest 1-MCP markedly increased core browning incidence at 33oF in both control and HarvistaTM treatments.
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Can Auxin and ABA Sprays Mitigate Bitter Pit Development
in ‘Honeycrisp’ Apples?
C. Griffith, T. Wittenbach, P. Schwallier, L. Kalcsits, R. Beaudry and T. Einhorn
Dept. of Horticulture, Michigan State University, East Lansing MI
Keywords: Honeycrisp, bitter pit, xylem dysfunction, ABA, Auxin

‘H

oneycrisp’ is a high-value apple cultivar with broad
consumer appeal, but the cultivar is highly susceptible
to the physiological disorder, bitter pit. Bitter pit is
characterized by spherical, necrotic lesions ~2 to 10 mm in diameter in cortical tissue just beneath the skin (Faust and Shear
1968). Although symptoms can appear ‘on the tree’ a few weeks
before harvest, bitter pit is generally regarded as a postharvest
disorder (Telias et al. 2006); in severe cases, greater than 50% of
harvested fruit (free of bitter pit) can develop bitter pit in cold
storage (Rosenberger et al. 2004). Given the vast U.S. acreage
planted to ‘Honeycrisp,’ yielding 27.6 million bushels in 2020
(Johnson and Milkovich 2020), an improved understanding of
the contributing factors and regulatory mechanisms of bitter
pit is necessary in order to develop effective management tools.
What do we know? Crop load is inversely related to bitter
pit incidence (Baugher et al. 2017); subsequently, the relationship
between fruit size and bitter pit tends to be positive, plausibly
from the overall dilution of Ca concentration within fruit of low
crop load trees (Faust and Shear 1968, Sharples 1968). Vigor is
promoted by low crop load, as well as excessive N fertilization,
which increases the relative sink strength of vegetative organs for
water and Ca at the expense of fruit (Marini et al. 2020). Other
vigor controlling tools (i.e., inhibition of GA with pro-hexadione
Ca) can reduce bitter pit (Donahue et al. 2018, Saure 2005, Silveira
et al. 2012). Likewise, reduced transpiration may favor water and
nutrient supply to fruit relative to vegetative organs. In addition
to N, high K fertilization can exacerbate bitter pit by occupying
binding sites on cell membranes generally held by Ca, resulting
in reduced membrane selectivity. Not surprisingly, supplemental
foliar Ca sprays have proven efficacious in mitigating bitter pit
(Biggs and Peck 2015, Rosenberger et al. 2004). For ‘Honeycrisp,’
in particular, acquisition and/or distribution of Ca is poor (Cheng
and Miranda Sazo 2018). Despite the link between Ca deficiency
and bitter pit, total leaf or fruit Ca does not accurately predict
bitter pit incidence (Martin et al. 1962, Perring and Pearson 1986).
Mineral nutrient ratios (K + P + Mg + N : Ca) of either fruit peel
or flesh have been far more predictive of bitter pit (Amarante
et al. 2013, Baugher et al. 2017, Cheng and Miranda Sazo 2018,
Ferguson and Watkins 1989). There is also a heritable, genetic
component to bitter pit; thus, some cultivars have a predisposition to the disorder (Garman and Mathis 1956, Ferguson and
Watkins 1989, Volz et al. 2006).
The beneficial effects of Ca on bitter pit relate to its role in
cell wall construction and membrane trafficking. Cell walls derive
their rigidity from pectin molecules in the middle lamella, which
are cross-linked with Ca2+ cations (Bangerth 1979). In the absence
of cross-linkages, a lack of rigidity may cause cell wall collapse
and death. Common fruit disorders associated with Ca deficiency
8
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The application of hormones and plant
growth regulators were invested to
control bitter pit in Honeycrisp apple.
Auxin improved the seasonal xylem
function of Honeycrisp apples, which
should serve to increase Ca supply to
fruit and reduce bitter pit. ABA effectively
limits transpiration of apple leaves, but
had no effect on fruit nutrient relations
or bitter pit incidence when applied in
two low bitter pit years.

are bitter pit (apple),
cork sp ot (p ear),
and blossom end rot
(BER) (tomato, pepper, cucumber, and
eggplant). Ca2+ ions
also mediate the selective permeability
of cell membranes to
other ions through
the activation/deactivation of ion channels (Matthews 1986).
Together, these ions contribute to the maintenance of turgor of
living cells, a necessary process that imparts structural integrity
to tissues. Ca deficiency compromises the selective permeability
of membranes (Bangerth 1979). Because bitter pit lesions are
characterized by cell collapse and necrotic tissue, sufficient Ca
supplies to fruit are essential.
Low Ca concentration in apple fruit is primarily due to
transport constraints. The mobility of Ca is limited to xylem tissue (Miqueloto et al. 2014); yet, the functionality of xylem tissues
within apple fruit progressively declines over the season (Amarante et al. 2013, Dražeta 2004, Miqueloto et al. 2014). Consequently,
root to fruit transport of soil-derived Ca is dramatically reduced
within 2 to 3 months after bloom; by harvest, water acquisition
is solely from phloem (which is void of Ca) (Turner et al. 1977,
Peryea et al. 2007). Cultivars differ with respect to the timing of
xylem dysfunction. The link between xylem functionality and bitter pit is further supported by research that shows cultivars with
early-season xylem fracturing have greater susceptibility to bitter
pit (Dražeta 2004, Amarante et al. 2013). Therefore, prolonging
xylem functionality should lead to increased Ca supply. While
investigators have compared the duration of xylem function
among different cultivars, treatments designed to reduce xylem
dysfunction within a cultivar are limited.

The potential role of plant hormones and PGRs in the
management of bitter pit
Plant hormones whose action may have implications for
bitter pit management include gibberellins (GA), abscisic acid
(ABA), and auxins (IAA and/or synthetic auxins, such as NAA).
GA purportedly has an inhibitory effect on Ca translocation and
stimulates organ growth; both of these effects would plausibly
promote bitter pit formation. Subsequently, inhibition of GA, as
previously mentioned, can reduce bitter pit. ABA, on the other
hand, acts to reduce stomatal aperture (stomata are pores on the
underside of apple leaves that facilitate gas exchange) and, thus,
lowers transpiration during drought. Partial stomatal closure
plausibly increases the flow of water (and nutrients) to the fruit
NEW YORK STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

(relative to leaves) based on a water potential gradient between
these organs. ABA markedly reduced tomato leaf transpiration,
increased fruit Ca concentration, and decreased BER (de Freitas
et al. 2014). ABA has also reportedly reduced bitter pit in ‘Honeycrisp’ (Francescatto and Robinson, unpublished data). Finally,
one of auxin’s primary functions in plants is the promotion of
xylem, termed xylogenesis (Johnsson et al. 2018, Yoshimoto et al.
2016). Auxins are also widely regarded for mediating Ca transport
(de Freitas and Mitcham 2012, Cutting and Bower 1989). An
evaluation of the role and potential for auxin to augment xylem
development would be a novel approach to reducing bitter pit.
We hypothesized that exogenous applications of ABA and
auxin would lower gas exchange and increase xylem differentiation, respectively, causing higher fruit Ca and reduced incidence
Figure 1. The effect of ABA rate on stomatal conductance (gs) of
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Materials and Methods
ABA experiments (2018/2019): A commercial 5th and 6th
leaf ‘Honeycrisp’/Bud 9 orchard in Sparta, MI was used in 2018
and 2019, respectively. Trees were planted at 3’ × 11’ spacing and
trained to a tall spindle. Two factors were tested: ABA rate (0,
75, 150, 300 ppm) and application timing [early-season (10, 20
and 30 days after full bloom [dafb]), mid-season (40, 50 and 60
dafb) late-season (70, 80 and 90 dafb), and whole-season (10-90
dafb)]. Each treatment was replicated four times using 8-tree
replicates including guard trees. In 2018, we also evaluated crop
load (half the trees per replicate were unthinned and half were
blossom thinned by hand). The entire experiment comprised
~600 trees. A mobile tarp extending the length and height of five
contiguous trees was positioned on the opposite side of the tree
row during spray events to prevent drift. In 2019, different trees
were treated, and all trees were blossom thinned by hand with
follow up hand thinning (i.e., crop load effects were not studied).
Chemical thinners and Ca sprays were omitted in both years to
avoid confounding effects on treatments and facilitate bitter pit
development, respectively. Fruit samples were collected every
10 days and stained using acid fuchsin dye to assess vascular
function (described below). Single-leaf gas exchange (photosynthesis, stomatal conductance and transpiration) was measured
(n=4) with an infrared gas analyzer after all treatment timings
(every few days per 10-day period) throughout both seasons. At
harvest, fruit tissue was sampled from a random sample of fruit
per replicate and analyzed for nutrient content (peel and flesh
from the calyx and stem regions). Yield data were collected and
all fruit were passed over an experimental Compac sorting line
to quantify fruit size, skin color and bitter pit incidence using an
algorithm developed from the relationship between pixels per
unit fruit surface area and direct measures of bitter pit affected
tissue. Postharvest development of bitter pit was assessed on a
25-fruit sample from all replicates using the Compac sorting line
after preconditioning and 3 months of regular air storage.
Auxin experiments (2020/2021): Auxin was assessed in a
5th leaf ‘Honeycrisp’/G11 orchard trained to tall spindle at the
MSU Clarksville Research Center (CRC) in Clarksville, Michigan. Experimental trees were selected for uniformity using a
subjective bloom scale and trunk diameter. Fruiting limbs of all
selected trees were randomly assigned treatments in 5 blocks
(replicates); experimental limbs within these trees were selected
for uniformity based on limb diameter (10 mm ± 2 mm). All limbs
were reduced to 3 fruiting spurs to standardize limbs to a low
FRUIT QUARTERLY . VOLUME 29 . NUMBER 3 . FALL 2021
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crop load and encourage bitter pit. The resulting 1,260 spurs (14
treatments, n=18, 5 replicates) were subsequently hand thinned
to a king bloom fruitlet at 10 mm fruit diameter. The following
compounds (treatments) were mixed in lanolin paste plus Tween
80, as an emulsifier, and applied to the fruit pedicel with a spatula
calibrated to deliver 30 mg: IAA (1, 5, 10 mg/g), NAA (1, 5, 10
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mg/g), and TIBA (2,3,5-triiodobenzoic acid; 30 mg/L), alone and
in combination. These were compared to an untreated control.
TIBA is an auxin transport blocker used as an experimental tool
to induce bitter pit. Successive applications of all treatments were
made at 30, 45, and 60 dafb since xylem differentiation of apple
fruitlets continues until ~70 dafb (Dražeta 2004).
Fruit were harvested at 81 dafb, ~3 weeks after the final
treatment application, and again at maturity (5 fruit per replicate).
At both sampling dates, intact fruiting spurs were severed with
pruning shears at the point of origin with the limb. Fruit were
immediately weighed and the pedicel was cut while submerged in
distilled water to prevent embolism. Fruit were then suspended
on a plastic grid with their pedicels in a 1% w/w solution of acid
fuchsin dye for 8 hours according to Dražeta (2004). A fan was
used to disperse boundary layers from forming over fruit surfaces
and aid transpiration and uptake of dye. Apples were removed
from the dye and sectioned in the lateral plane with a knife and
imaged in a light box with a digital camera. Imaged fruit were
then scored for the number of stained primary and dorsal vascular bundles. At maturity, all 13 harvested fruit were assessed
for bitter pit incidence (prior to sectioning and dyeing) and the
remaining 8 fruit per treatment were stored in CA for 3 months
and assessed for postharvest bitter pit development. Fruit tissues
were sampled (peel and flesh) for nutrient analysis.

Results
ABA Experiments: ABA reduced gas exchange in a rate
dependent manner (Fig. 1). The response persisted for 7-10 days
and was consistent throughout the entire experimental period, in
10

both years (data not shown). These data demonstrated that ABA
effectively penetrated leaves to induce the desired physiological
response. Despite the strong effect of ABA on leaf transpiration
(especially with increasing rate), there were no consistent or appreciable effects of ABA on Ca levels or the ratio of Mg+K/Ca
in the fruit peel or flesh (data not shown). Mg+K/Ca was 50-114
and 10-20 for flesh and peel, respectively, with little difference
in tissue concentrations between the calyx and stem region. Ca
concentration in fruit tissues was quite high (0.05% to 0.08%
in peel and 0.01% to 0.02% in flesh), irrespective of treatment,
despite withholding foliar Ca sprays in the orchard. Bitter pit
incidence was very low (~5-10%) in both years (Fig. 2). Crop
load had a significant effect on bitter pit (Fig. 2A). ABA did not
affect bitter pit severity in either year, even when 2018 thinning
increased bitter pit of control fruit. Whole season applications
of 150 and 300 ppm ABA increased bitter pit.
IAA Experiments:Pedicel application of the synthetic
auxin NAA caused severe toxicity (early fruit reddening, reduced
growth rate and premature abscission). As a result, virtually all
vascular bundles in NAA-treated fruit were dysfunctional by 81
dafb, thus NAA data were omitted from this report.
IAA resulted in a significant increase in the number of
functional primary vascular bundles in both the stem and the
calyx end of the fruit, the latter where bitter pit tends to develop
(Fig. 3). The high concentration of IAA (10 mg/g) resulted in an
approximate 100% increase in the number of functional primary
vascular bundles of mature fruit. Interestingly, applications of
TIBA did not reduce vascular function, which may be attributed
to poor acropetal movement of this product when applied to
NEW YORK STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

pedicels; however, when TIBA was applied in combination with
IAA, the beneficial effect of IAA was reduced.
The effect of IAA was more pronounced on dorsal bundles
than primary bundles (Fig. 4). Dorsal bundles primarily supply
developing seeds with water and nutrients and thus are unlikely
to have a direct effect on bitter pit development; however, because
they lose function much earlier than the primary bundles, their
presence at harvest is an indication of the positive role of IAA
on apple fruit vasculature.
Bitter pit incidence data were inconclusive due to having
only 13 and 8 fruit per replicate for harvest and postharvest
evaluations, respectively (data not shown). The highest IAA
concentration significantly reduced fruit size (data not shown).
Nutrient concentration of fruit tissues from 2020 is forthcoming.

Discussion
Natural bitter pit incidence was low in 2018 and 2019, plausibly due to reduced K fertilization and concomitant high levels
of fruit Ca (data not shown). Peel Mg+K/Ca ratios are highly
predictive of bitter pit incidence (Baugher et al. 2017); Mg+K/
Ca levels in our fruit were similar to those reported for bitter pitfree ‘Honeycrisp’ (Baugher et al. 2017, Cheng and Miranda Sazo
2018). ABA did not affect Ca concentration or nutrient ratios of
control fruit, despite having a marked and consistent effect on
gas exchange. The transient effect of ABA on stomatal conductance may not have been sufficient to alter nutrient relations in
the fruit, even though gas exchange was reduced (depending on
ABA concentration) for a 40-day period. Interestingly, wholeseason ABA sprays did not augment fruit Ca either. These results
do not support the purported relationship between reduced leaf
transpiration and increased fruit Ca (de Freitas et al. 2014, Falchi
et al. 2017). More importantly, ABA did not reduce bitter pit, irrespective of rate or application timing, even in 2018 when low
crop load significantly increased bitter pit incidence of control
fruit. The positive effect of ABA on delaying xylem dysfunction
of tomato fruit (de Freitas et al. 2014) may not be operative in
apple. Vascular bundle staining of these fruit are currently being
analyzed from images.
Preliminary results from 2019 demonstrated a positive
effect of IAA on the vascular function of mature fruit. Because
Ca transport to fruit is limited to xylem, the longevity of xylem
tissues is critical to meet Ca demand of rapidly growing tissues.
Natural auxin levels in kiwifruit were related to a temporal
increase in fruit Ca concentration (Sorce et al. 2011). Delaying
xylem dysfunction should lead to greater Ca delivery to fruit
and less bitter pit. Moreover, auxins have been demonstrated
to impart flexibility (non-lignification) to xylem tissues, which
might reduce the considerable strain and consequent fragmentation of xylem associated with rapid apple fruit growth rates
(Dražeta 2004). NAA, a synthetic auxin, was phytotoxic at the
experimental rates chosen for this study. In contrast, equivalent
rates of IAA did not adversely affect fruit development, plausibly
because IAA is the naturally abundant auxin in apple and thus
can be quickly catabolized. NAA, on the other hand, is currently
registered and labeled for apple use, facilitating adoption should
the compound prove efficacious. Based on 2020 results, the following modifications were made in 2021: NAA and IAA rates
were reduced (1 and 10 mg/L) and applied to individual fruit or
spur leaves (pedicel applications were omitted); an additional
whole-canopy spray trial with equivalent products and concentraFRUIT QUARTERLY . VOLUME 29 . NUMBER 3 . FALL 2021

tions was performed; and, ‘labeled’ auxin (deuterium) was used
to study auxin transport throughout fruit tissues. Our ongoing
experiments with PGRs aim to elucidate the causal mechanisms
associated with bitter pit and identify new tools for managing
the disorder in ‘Honeycrisp’ apple.
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I

n 2017, tons of tart cherries in the Lake Ontario region were
rejected at the processor due to tiny white worms and dumped
on the ground (Figure 1). Spotted-wing drosophila (SWD)
had infested fruit in numerous orchards, especially those closer
to the lakeshore. Whereas SWD infestation had been an issue to
contend with since 2012 in raspberries, blueberries, and other
late-season fruits, this insect had not posed an issue in tart cherry
in New York State. In Michigan, however, SWD had become an
issue in the tart cherry crop and an IPM program — monitoring
for first occurrence of SWD adults in orchards and initiating an
insecticide spray program once one SWD was caught, and fruit
was ripening — was protecting their crop. In 2018 and 2019, this
IPM program was tested in Wayne and Ontario Counties. In
addition to monitoring, spray records were analyzed, and spray
programs modified to focus on protecting fruit against SWD.
Because one grower had applied the exact same spray program
two separate orchard in 2017 (one an orchard near the lakeshore,
which was severely infested by SWD and rejected, and the other
an orchard further inland, which was uninfested) the research
in 2018 and 2019 also investigated the impact of the lakeshore
microclimate on SWD in tart cherry.

Materials and Methods
Working with private consultants and fruit growers, 2017
spray records were obtained and analyzed to determine whether
the insecticide program was failing to protect fruit from SWD
infestation. In 2018 and 2019, traps to monitor for SWD’s first
catch were set in orchards in Wayne County. Half of the orchard
blocks were near Lake Ontario, and the others were inland. Two
Scentry traps and lures were deployed at each orchard block,
one on the edge of the orchard and one within the orchard.
Scentry lures were changed at four-to-six-week intervals. Traps
were checked weekly for SWD. During the monitoring season
through harvest, weekly emails were sent to the tart cherry group,
which included growers, consultants, extension educators, and
entomology faculty. The emails provided anonymous results
from the monitoring sites and management information on the
need to spray and insecticide choices. Prior to harvest, 50 fruits
were collected from the trees the traps were set on to check for
fruit infestation. Fruit were brought back to the lab, weighed, and
assayed for SWD larvae using the salt flotation method of Van
Timmeren et al. (2017). Spray records were obtained from each
grower and compared to the trap catch results for each orchard
block. Each year, a report summarizing the IPM program’s findings at each orchard block was sent to the collaborating grower.

Results
Several tart cherry blocks were abandoned following the
widespread 2017 SWD infestation event. The overall value
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Spotted-Wing Drosophila insect has become
a serious pest of tart cherries in the Lake
Ontario region. We found that in orchards
close to the Lake, SWD arrives earlier and
builds up to higher populations sooner than
in locations further inland. This combination
places tart cherry orchards within a mile
of Lake Ontario at extreme risk of SWD
infestation. Early and continuous trap catch
of SWD in orchards near the lake correlates
with high risk of fruit infestation, even with
low trap-catch numbers. Understanding this
increased risk can inform the timing and
choice of sprays so that they can protect the
tart cherry crop.

of the tart cherry
crop to the economy of New York
State warranted
research to address the threat of
SWD to tart cherry, which we had
underestimated in
2012 (Table 1). It
became clear that
the market return
for processing tart
cherry would not
support an intensive and expensive
insecticide program. Analysis of
the 2017 spray records showed that
in many cases no
insecticide was being applied for 14 or Figure 1. The 2017 tart cherry crop dumped on
more days prior to the ground.
harvest. The focus
of the 2017 spray programs in the weeks leading up to tart cherry
harvest was on fungicides. Therefore, the insecticide program
was re-examined to incorporate or substitute active ingredients
that were effective against SWD, as well as effective against plum
curculio and the cherry fruit flies (Rhagoletis spp.).
In both 2018 and 2019, earlier trap catch occurred in orchards within one mile of Lake Ontario, compared to those two
to five miles further inland (Table 2). This was especially true in
2019 when first catch of SWD was obtained six weeks earlier in
lake site orchards. At two of the lake sites in 2019, zero trap catch
of SWD was not obtained (Figure 2). Longer time intervals, up to
10 weeks, between trap catch and harvest occurred in orchards
closer to Lake Ontario. In inland orchards, few to no SWDtargeted sprays were needed in both years, because first catch
occurred only a few weeks before harvest or not at all (Figure 3).
No larvae were recovered via salt flotation in all orchards
in 2018. In 2019, a large increase in SWD trap catch occurred
during the week ending on July 22, especially in lake sites, placing
the crop at extreme risk prior to harvest (Figure 2). The severe
pressure (average 125 SWD/trap/week) coupled with use of an insecticide with moderate, as opposed to excellent, efficacy caused
the IPM program to fail in the “Lake 1” orchard. Salt flotation
recovered 13 larvae in 50 fruits from this lake site, and the crop
was not harvested. A second orchard (Lake 2) had one larva in
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Orchard

Distance a

2018 b

2019

2018

2019

Inland 1

35.0

July 16

-

0

-

Inland 2

9.4

July 11

-

2

-

Inland 3

4.4

July 25

July 1

-1

3

with the introduction of European cherry fruit fly into New York
State, a quarantine pest requiring weekly insecticide applications
for cherry growers in the quarantine area, the potential for reduction of insecticides in tart cherry orchards may no longer be
possible in the near term.
A significant effect of proximity to Lake Ontario was found.
In orchards within a mile of the lakeshore, when Lake Ontario’s
microclimate prevails, SWD numbers build up earlier in orchards
while the cherries ripen later. This creates near perfect conditions
for SWD infestation of tart cherries, with later-ripening cherries
exposed to SWD for a longer time period, up to 6 weeks longer,
and to higher numbers of SWD, up to 200 times higher. The
potential risk of fruit infestation or lack thereof underlines the
importance of IPM monitoring for SWD in tart cherry.
Collaboration from the Lake Ontario Fruit Team’s IPM
Specialist, Janet van Zoeren, and Program Aide, Elizabeth Tee,
expanded this grower demonstration research into Niagara and
Orleans Counties in 2020 and 2021. The results of our work will
be published in a future Fruit Quarterly article. Across New York
State, cherry orchards appear to be increasingly at risk from
SWD and this work will provide important information on how
to manage SWD effectively in cherries.

Inland 4

5.2

-

July 9

-

2

Conclusions

Inland 5

2.9

-

July 8

-

2

Lake 1

0.1

July 5

May 21

4

10

Lake 2

0.2

July 5

May 21

3

9

Lake 3

0.6

May 31

May 28

8

8

Overall, the IPM program implemented by the growers was
successful and protected the tart cherry crop from SWD infestation. In the Lake Ontario microclimate, SWD arrives earlier and
builds up to higher populations sooner than in locations further
inland, while the microclimate delays tree phenology, crop ripening and cherry harvest dates. This combination places tart cherry
orchards within a mile of Lake Ontario at extreme risk of SWD
infestation.
Orchards near the lake benefit from a moderated winter
climate and the later bud break protects their blossoms from
late spring frosts. But early and continuous trap catch of SWD in
orchards near the lake correlates with high risk of fruit infestation,
even with low trap-catch numbers. Growers now understand the
risks and know that SWD monitoring can inform the timing and
choice of sprays so that they can protect the tart cherry crop.

Table 1. Potential damage to NY’s cherry crops from SWD could exceed
$3.5 million.
Fruit

Year

Acreage

Value of Production (M)

Potential
Loss

Loss in Value (M)

Sweet cherry

2010

700

$2.255

2%

$0.045

Tart cherry

2010

1,500

$1.360

2%

$0.027

2% loss

$0.072

Sweet cherry

2015*

700

$2.008

80%

$1.606

Tart cherry

2017**

1,400

$2.460

80%

$1.949

80% loss

$3.555

In 2012, estimated

In 2019, estimated

Sources – NY, NASS, Fruit Statistics. 2011 and NY, NASS, Fruit Statistics. 2019. | *Estimates discontinued
in 2016 | **Data withheld in 2018 to avoid disclosing data for individual operations | 12/20/2012 Carroll, Heidenreich, Loeb | 02/24/2020 Carroll
Table 2. Results of SWD monitoring in tart cherry orchards in 2018 and
2019.
SWD First Catch

Weeks to Harvest

a Miles from Lake Ontario. | b Dash indicates orchard not included in the research that year.

50 fruits and all other orchards had zero.
Insecticides were suggested that had efficacy against the
major insect pests of tart cherry (e.g. plum curculio and cherry
fruit fly) along with efficacy against SWD. These are shown with
the gold arrows on Figures 2 and 3. Information provided in the
weekly emails supported improved insecticide choices, as well
as a SWD insecticide quick guide, posted online at http://www.
hort.cornell.edu/fruit/pdfs/swd/treefruit-grape-insecticides.pdf
and kept up-to-date.

Discussion

Acknowledgements

The use of SWD monitoring informed IPM decisions against
this pest in tart cherry. The research demonstrated to growers
the validity of the one-SWD-caught threshold coupled with
ripening fruit in the orchard. The data shown in Figures 2 and 3
indicates that even with an insecticide program in place, SWD
numbers caught in traps can continue to increase, making this a
very challenging pest to monitor and control. Although few to no
SWD-targeted sprays were needed in inland orchards, growers
chose to apply SWD-effective insecticides as part of their overall
arthropod management programs, which likely kept the SWD
populations in those orchards in check.
Comparison of the spray programs (shown by the arrows
in Figures 2 and 3) in orchard “Inland 3” with orchards “Inland
1” and “Inland 4” shows that the overall number of insecticide
sprays applied potentially could be reduced while still protecting
the crop from SWD infestation. However, the same might not
be able to be done in orchards within one mile of Lake Ontario
where fluctuations in SWD numbers caught appear to correlate
with the SWD-effective insecticide sprays applied. Furthermore,
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Figure 2. Total SWD numbers caught in the two traps set in a subset of the lake site orchards as a function of time. Gold arrows show SWD-effective
insecticide sprays. Black arrows show non-SWD-effective sprays. Dashed horizontal lines show harvest dates in green, abandoned harvest (Lake 1, 2019)
in orange.

Figure 3. Total SWD numbers caught in the two traps set in a subset of the inland site orchards as a function of time. Gold arrows show SWD-effective
insecticide sprays. Black arrows show non-SWD-effective sprays. Dashed horizontal lines show harvest dates in green.
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T

he aim of this study was to broadly examine potential
contributors to the large variation observed in the rate of
bitter pit incidence on ‘Honeycrisp’ in the Eastern New
York State climatic environment, using multivariate and binomial
distribution analysis techniques. In the course of this work, we
evaluated a large number of parameters as possible indicators of
BP incidence, including weather and soil traits, horticultural and
fruit quality characteristics, through the perspective of region and
rootstock choice, by conducting a detailed survey of 34 ‘Honeycrisp’ blocks distributed across two growing regions in Eastern
NY. In the end we included 30 blocks in our analysis. Our goal
was to describe as much of the biological and abiotic factors that
our 6-tree experimental units were expected to thrive in while
producing marketable fruit in commercial settings. This article
focuses on four findings we believe to be the most immediately
valuable to commercial ‘Honeycrisp’ producers. A much more
complete and detailed analysis and discussion can be found in
the full-length Plants paper.

Materials and Methods
There are many known and surely unknown factors that are
involved in bitter pit incidence in ‘Honeycrisp’ as well as in other
apple varieties. To investigate some of these factors, we conducted
a survey of 34 mature tall spindle and vertical axis ‘Honeycrisp’
orchard blocks (Table 1) distributed across two disparate production regions in eastern New York State, representing a variety of
rootstocks, over three growing seasons. Each experimental unit
consisted of six contiguous trees selected for their uniformity.
Weather, soil, horticultural traits, fruit quality traits, three pick
timings, leaf and peel minerals. A total of 43 parameters were
evaluated including weather, soil, horticultural traits, fruit quality
traits, multiple pick timings, and leaf and peel mineral content,
for their impact on bitter pit (BP) incidence; factors were further
evaluated for their interaction with region and rootstock. A total
of 13,770 apples were individually rated and tracked through
storage for selected fruit quality parameters whenever practical.
Continuous, binomial, parametric and non-parametric statistical
analyses were applied as appropriate.

Results and Discussion
Commonly Considered Horticultural Parameters: ‘Hon16

Program
We evaluated the effect of various orchard
and environmental factors on the incidence
of bitter pit in several orchards in 2 regions
of NY State for 3 years. We found that among
rootstocks B.9 had the least bitter pit compared
to M.9 and M.26. Geographic region of the
state also influenced the extent of bitter pit
symptom expression. Mineral nutrient levels
also influenced bitter pit incidence, but many
other non-nutrient factors also influenced the
expression of bitter pit symptoms.

eycrisp’ trees on
B . 9 ro o t s to ck
were smaller but
with comparable
terminal shoot growth when compared to those on M.26 and
M.9 rootstocks. B.9 fruits, which had similar fruit size to M.26
and M.9 and had good fruit quality at harvest and after storage,
were much less likely to express bitter pit symptoms compared
to M.9 and M.26 rootstocks.
Regional and Rootstock Effects on Bitter Pit: Regional
and local environmental and soil conditions must be taken in
consideration when planting a new orchard and may be significant
contributors to BP predisposition. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study evaluating the region effect on the occurrence of BP. After three years and comparing the two regions,
we found that, in general, ‘Honeycrisp’ orchards from the HV
region presented high BP incidence relative to the Champlain
Valley. The HV region received more rain and experienced higher
temperatures over the study period, which may partially explain
the difference in BP.
Rootstock choice is one of the most critical elements of any
apple orchard to provide sufficient growth control, enhanced
precocity, higher yield, improved adaptability to environmental
conditions, and better fruit quality (Reig et al., 2019). In addition
to effects on these traits, apple rootstocks have a diverse influence on the nutritional status of the tree canopy, are implicated
in the physiology of BP and, therefore, can affect the occurrence
of BP (Fazio et al., 2013; Jemrić et al., 2016; Lordan et al., 2019),
as it is demonstrated in our results. However, the BP response to
tissue mineral status is variable depending on the rootstock and
the region where it is planted. As a result, the occurrence of BP
can be more, or less intense or absent even as local tree tissue
mineral measurements suggest otherwise.
We evaluated three of the most popular rootstocks used in
high-density apple orchards in New York State: B.9, M.26 and M.9
clones (Reig et al., 2019). Among them, fruits from ‘Honeycrisp’
grafted on M.26 were slightly more susceptible to BP than those
from M.9 clones and much more susceptible than B.9, in agreement with Lordan et al. (2019).
B.9 rootstocks had a much lower incidence of BP compared
to M.26 and M.9 clones, even in the very dry year of 2016. In
NEW YORK STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

general, B.9 BP incidence values did not differ significantly among
years by region, even when both regions were evaluated together.
Kim and Ko (2004) reported that BP is more intensive on moderate, vigorous rootstocks compared to less vigorous rootstocks,
which is consistent with our results, as M.26 is the most vigorous
rootstock in terms of TCSA evaluated in this study.
Shoot Growth Effects on Bitter Pit: Terminal shoot extension (ALTS) was a poor indicator of vigor and BP incidence as
ALTS was very similar between the three rootstocks while BP
differed significantly.
Nutrient Status Effects on Bitter Pit: Region and rootstock
had a significant effect on nutrient concentrations but results
were somewhat expected. Other authors have also reported that
region and rootstock can affect similar horticultural traits under
Hudson Valley and Champlain Valley climatic conditions for
‘Gala’, ‘Fuji’ and ‘Honeycrisp’ (Reig et al., 2020; Reig eat al, 2019;
Lordan et al., 2019). In this study, the most vigorous rootstock,
M.26, had higher leaf K/Ca, Mg/Ca and B/Ca ratios, leaf K, and
peel B, but lower leaf Ca, Mn, and P values as compared to B.9
and M.9 clones.
Between regions, nutritional traits were not correlated to
BP incidence after a period of refrigerated storage. ‘Honeycrisp’
fruits from CV orchards tended to have less BP incidence after
storage (less than 10%) compared to those from HV. This lower
BP value may explain the lower number of correlations with the
horticultural traits, as well as the higher BP incidence values of
M.26 orchards from HV could explain the higher number of
significant correlations with horticultural traits compared to
those from CV region.
Little correlation was found between BP incidence after
storage on ‘Honeycrisp’ fruits from B.9 in terms of nutrient status, TCSA, peel Mg/Ca and peel Ca, whereas more significant
correlations were found in fruit from the M.26 and M.9 clones,
mainly the peel minerals. The lower BP incidence values from
B.9 fruits could explain the lack of correlations compared to
M.26 and M.9 clone rootstocks. These two rootstocks had some
correlations in common, such as peel K/Ca, peel Mg/Ca, peel B/
Ca, peel B, peel Ca, peel K and peel P, but M.9 clone rootstocks
had higher values.
Recent studies have shown that BP, a Ca2+-related deficiency
disorder, is not necessarily related to low Ca2+ concentration in
fruit tissue in a “global” sense. In fact, chemical and X-ray analysis
have shown that apple fruit tissue with visual Ca2+ deficiency
symptoms had higher Ca2+ concentration than healthy fruit tissue (De Freitas and Mitcham, 2012). Most Ca2+ in fruit tissue,
between 60 and 75%, is bound to the cell wall. More Ca2+ binding
to the cell wall is consistent with the finding that BP-damaged
tissues have more Ca2+ than the surrounding healthy tissues
(De Freitas et al., 2015; Val et al., 2008). In agreement with this
statement and previous studies (Jemrić et al., 2016; Torres et al.,
2017) we found a high and negative correlation between peel
Ca2+ concentration and BP incidence after storage for all three
rootstock categories and two regions.
Fruit Quality Trait Effects on Bitter Pit: Fruit quality traits
were also affected by region and rootstock, in agreement with
previous rootstocks studies performed in ‘Gala’, ‘Fuji’, ‘Honeycrisp’ and ‘Red Delicious’ under Hudson Valley and Champlain
Valley climatic conditions (Reig et al., 2020; Reig et al., 2019
Lordan et al., 2019; Autio et al., 2017). Both regions (CV and
HV) had similar correlations between fruit dimensions and BP
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incidence after storage, despite showing significant differences
on these traits. However, red blush correlated with BP only on
‘Honeycrisp’ from CV. BP incidence after storage had few and
inconsistent correlations with fruit dimensions and fruit quality
traits when rootstocks were compared. ‘Honeycrisp’ fruits from
M.26 rootstock, which had in general smaller FD because they
were more elongated but similar FW to B.9 and M.9 clones,
presented a moderate positive correlation with BP incidence
after storage on these three parameters, and a medium negative
correlation with red blush. In contrast, B.9 did not present any
correlation on the same traits, while M.9 clones did in FD and
FW, perhaps this finding is associated with lower levels of BP
and less variability in the B.9 orchards.
Effect of Pick Timing on Bitter Pit Incidence: ‘Honeycrisp’
fruits were harvested at optimum commercial harvest quality at
each of the three weekly picking times. Minor fruit quality and
maturity differences between picks at harvest were found but considered to be commercially acceptable for storage and marketing
purposes. BP incidence at the time of harvest was relatively low
and varied only slightly by pick with the pick 3 (last pick) apples
expressing slightly more BP (Figure 2A). It would be unlikely for
a commercial producer to observe the slight uptick in BP in the
field. In contrast, BP incidence after storage showed a significant
decreasing trend in each of the later picks in the HV, while in the
lower BP environment of the CV, picks 2 and 3 were found to be
similar, and lower than pick 1 (Figure 2B).
‘Honeycrisp’ fruits picked earlier were firmer, smaller, with
less red blush and presented higher BP in storage. Therefore, in
agreement with Prange et al. (2011), BP is more severe in earlypicked than in later-picked apples. However, there may be an
optimum stage of fruit maturity (or harvest date) for ‘Honeycrisp’
when fruit are of sufficient size and color to meet market requirements while minimizing the risk of manifesting BP, especially if
the fruit are >250 g in size. Our study did not attempt to specifically evaluate that possibility. We closely adhered to commonly
accepted commercial quality standards. In any case there may
not be much room available to adjust harvest dates and maintain
a balance of quality factors acceptable to the marketplace.
Fruit Size and Bitter Pit Incidence Increasing fruit size
has been associated with increased BP incidence (Ferguson and
Watkins, 1989). The relationship was further defined by Reid
and Kalcsits (2021) in a water relations study where fruit size
was categorized into four classes based on diameter, with BP
incidence effectively doubling between the 80–90 mm and over
90 mm categories. Our study took this approach a step further,
with the use of ten commercial weight categories in the range of
48 count (largest) down to 140 count (smallest) based on common
packing practices (Figure 3). For all storage fruit in this study the
frequency distribution of across the ten categories approximated
the bell shape of a normal distribution with the top of the “bell”
flattened (data not shown), with 92% of the fruit falling into
count categories 56 to 113. For all three rootstocks, fruit in the
categories 48 and 56 were the most susceptible to BP. While
our categories were based on weight ranges, our fruit diameter
data shows that 48 count apples averaged 94.1 mm and 56 count
apples averaged 89.3 mm, both categories roughly equivalent to
the largest size category described in the Reid and Kalcsits (2021)
study which also experienced an elevated incidence of BP. The
relationships start to change by rootstock as we move into the
more commonly marketed size categories. Fruit produced on
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B.9 had a relatively neutral relationship of BP to size in the range
from 64 to 140 as the BP incidence curve flattened and oscillated
around a mean of 11.2% incidence (Figure 3B). Fruit produced
on M.9 demonstrated a decline in BP incidence with decreasing
size, with incidence falling from 29.2% (64 count) to 13.3% (113
count) (Figure 3D). Fruit produced on M.26 demonstrated the
most severe relationship falling from 40.6% to 14.6% over the
same count size range (Figure 3C). There are orchard management implications associated with these findings. As much as
the industry recognizes that larger fruit have more bitter pit, as a
practical matter the first priority of a properly managed crop load
reduction program is to produce fruit in marketable sizes, and
then facilitate adequate return bloom to avoid biennial bearing.
Minimizing the production of 48 and 56 count apples will have
a positive effect on orchard financial returns for all rootstocks
represented in this study. Beyond that, a shift in frequency distribution to smaller fruit is not likely to help in a B.9 orchard and
will only slightly reduce the average BP incidence in M.9 clone
and M.26 orchards.
The Complexity of Bitter Pit Prediction Modeling While
BP incidence has been related to individual mineral element
concentrations and ratios of mineral pairs in many apple studies,
one should not underestimate the complex environment that the
roots (soil type, soil pH, water availability, soil moisture, etc.),
and the scion (rainfall, light intensity, crop load, heat unit accumulation) operate in, in conjunction with the final fruit traits
influence by producer management practices during the course
of the dormant and growing seasons. For this reason, we pooled
together all the traits evaluated in this study, except for CL, which
was not evaluated in 2018, to identify the partial least squares
(PLS) prediction model on BP for each region and each rootstock
based on the NIPALS algorithm.
Based on the results, the PLS prediction model for each
region (CV and HV) and each rootstock (B.9, M.26 and M.9
clone) showed a different threshold of variables correlated to BP,
described above for each PLS prediction model (Figure 4). However, comparing all PLS analysis, only seven significant variables
were in common, peel K/Ca, peel Mg/Ca, and peel B/Ca ratios,
peel Ca, FD, L/FD, and FW, accounting for the most variability
found in this study. It is also interesting to point out that none of
the environmental variables and soil variables evaluated in this
study were significant variables in common among rootstocks or
between regions. The 34 orchards evaluated in this study over
three years represent a wide range of these variables, therefore,
these results could help to emphasize their influence on BP incidence when taking in consideration each rootstock and each
region as a single unit to evaluate.

Summary and Conclusions
The results of this work have the potential for impacting
commercial management and mitigation of BP in ‘Honeycrisp’
production. In order to facilitate management changes, producers and marketers need practical tools that mitigate bitter pit
incidence and reduce storage decision risk. Bitter pit prediction
models are currently in various stages of development, validation,
and commercial implementation (Al Shoffe et al., 2019; Marini et
al.,2020; Donahue et al., 2021) with all three taking different approaches to meet the same goal of reliable pre-harvest prediction
of ‘Honeycrisp’ fruit BP performance in storage. Recommended
approaches should be those that are simple to implement at a low
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cost to the producer. However, the large number of variables suggests that simple and commercially achievable models consisting
of 1–3 variables will always be lacking in absolute accuracy. Fortunately for practical implementation within the apple industry,
accuracy thresholds for commercial implementation are more
tolerant of error than those considered acceptable in academic
settings. The goal is to provide effective storage management
guidance which ultimately protects the producer from making
the unprofitable decision to store fruit from an orchard that turns
out to suffer substantial losses to BP months later.
Not all traits evaluated individually correlated significatively
with bitter pit incidence after a period in storage. Depending on
rootstock and region, the correlation could be significant in one
situation, with no correlation at all in another. In this study, peel
Mg/Ca ratio and peel Ca correlated with BP for all three rootstocks, with the strongest correlations associated with the M.9
clones. These same traits correlated with BP for both regions.
Pick timing had a significant influence on BP incidence following storage, with later picks offering better bitter pit storage
performance. While excessively large fruits, those in the 48 and
56 count size categories, were found to be highly susceptible to
BP regardless of rootstock, B.9 BP fruit susceptibility for lesser
sizes was found to be size neutral. A PLSR prediction model for
each rootstock and each region showed that different variables
correlated to BP depending on the situation.
We suggest that the BP performance of a rootstock should
be a major consideration when choosing a rootstock for a new
‘Honeycrisp’ orchard in New York State and likely elsewhere as
well. Unfortunately, data beyond anecdotal observations is difficult to find, and considering the variability found in this study,
likely to be highly unreliable. We suggest that rootstocks newly
introduced to the commercial market should be tested for BP
performance during the developmental phase and before being
recommended for widespread use with ‘Honeycrisp”, beyond the
scope of modest producer test plantings.
In a more basic sense, these results could also suggest that in
addition to the variables considered in this study, and commonly
studied in others, there are other, less studied factors or triggers
(genetic, histological, hormonal, abiotic stress situations, etc.)
that can influence the physical expression of BP symptoms. Identifying and understanding these factors may help to uncover the
mechanism within the tree associated with the fruit, maintaining
an adequate supply of calcium cations in the vicinity of groups
of cells, making sure that they are available at the appropriate
time, and what factors or combinations of factors influence the
effectiveness of this calcium delivery mechanism, if possible.
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At a Glance, What We Learned from this Study:

• B.9 offers superior bitter pit performance in ENY commercial orchards, suggesting an inherent suitability for
long-term storage with little need for bitter pit prediction testing.
• With future ‘Honeycrisp’ plantings, bitter pit performance
of the rootstock should be a major factor for grower
consideration.
• Geographic region influences the extent of bitter pit
symptom expression.
• Within the range of acceptable maturity standards, later
spot picks offer improved bitter pit performance in storage.
• Larger fruits express more bitter pit. However, within our
commonly marketed count sizes (64 count and smaller),
the “size effect” is not especially significant and is neutral
for fruits produced on B.9.
• Many factors other than absolute mineral content influence the expression of bitter pit symptoms.
• The results of our study both simplify and complicate
efforts to develop bitter pit prediction protocols and
models.
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Figure 1. Rootstock effect on ‘Honeycrisp’ bitter pit incidence (A) and on ‘Honeycrisp’ bitter pit severity (B) after 120 days of refrigerated storage with
all years and both regions combined (A). JMP Fit XY Platform, Analysis of Means of Proportions of the binomial dataset, alpha = 0.05. The B.9 rootstock
demonstrated superior BP performance in incidence (does the apple have BP? Yes or No) and in severity as well (if the apple has BP, just how dense are
the lesion counts?).

Figure 2. Pick timing effect on ‘Honeycrisp’ bitter pit incidence at harvest (A) and after 120 days of refrigerated storage (B) with all rootstocks and years
combined. JMP Fit XY Platform, Analysis of Means of Proportions of the binomial dataset, alpha = 0.05.
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Figure 3. ‘Honeycrisp’ bitter pit incidence after 120 days storage by count size category, all rootstocks, regions, and years (A), and by B.9 (B), M.26 (C) and
M.9 clone (D) all regions and all years. JMP Fit XY Platform, Analysis of Means of Proportions of the binomial dataset, alpha = 0.05.

Figure 4. Results obtained from the partial least square (PLS) analysis between BP incidence at 120 DAH and the rest of variables evaluated all three
years together, B.9, M.9 Clone, and M.26 rootstocks in HV and CV. Significant observed values versus PLSR-predicted values for BP for each rootstock.
Of the 25 variables considered significant for B.9, 30 for M.9, and 31 for M.26, only seven variables with VIP graph values over 0.8 were found to be in
common for all three rootstocks. Please refer back to the original paper for the related VIP graphics and descriptions.
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A

pple production has an inherently high cost due to initial
expenses in land and materials, as well as expensive labor
and management requirements. This is amplified by the
high risk of disease and insect pests, caused in part by an overreliance on a small selection of common susceptible cultivars. A large
number of pathogens and pests pose a constant threat to apple
orchards in New York State. High-precision early identification
of diseases and pests is needed for timely management to prevent fruit and tree loss. Fire blight, apple scab, powdery mildew,
cedar apple rust, Alternaria leaf blotch, frogeye leaf spot, sooty
blotch, flyspeck, and summer rots are the most common destructive diseases of apples (MacHardy, 2000; Sutton et al., 2014). In
addition, mites, aphids, codling moth, brown marmorated stink
bug, and European Sawfly are common insect pests of apples.
Pathogen and pest damage to fruits reduces their cosmetic appearance and quality, ultimately leading to low marketability and
great economic losses (Sutton et al., 2014). For instance, severe
fungal infections on leaves cause chlorotic and necrotic lesions
and can result in leaf fall and even death of the tree.
Disease detection is currently most commonly done via
manual scouting by trained scouts during the growing season. In
general, scouts visually inspect trees for insects, pests, and dis-

In this report we describe the
results of a project funded by
Cornell Initiative for Digital
Agriculture (CIDA), to “train”
computer vision models for the
detection and identification of
foliar diseases of apple, with the
long-term goal of developing a
computer vision-based system
for automatic identification of the
most common diseases

eases at 1-2 week intervals.
Due to large orchard sizes, a
high number of clients, and
resource intensive analysis,
scouts usually make random
samplings within an orchard
block and look at specific
areas of the orchard, such as
the edges of rows, and cultivars that are particularly susceptible to damage. Unfortunately,
with so few experienced scouts available, the ratio of number
of orchards to scouts is high. Additionally, the random sampling
strategy undertaken by scouts in large orchards is prone to error
(Judd et al., 2017).
Symptoms of different diseases can appear similar in different parts of apple trees, which leads to complex challenges in
identification of the actual disease (Barbedo, 2014). The visual
symptoms of a single disease can also fluctuate between cultivars
due to their morphological differences (e.g. leaf and fruit color,
shape, etc.). Environmental factors and the developmental stage
of a plant are also important for disease and pest infection (Wöhner and Emeriewen, 2019). The features of symptoms continue

Figure 1. Flow chart describing steps for machine learning to identify diseases based on visual symptoms.
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to change over time as the disease progresses and leaf or fruit
tissue matures.
The growth of the digital imaging, computer vision, and
machine learning fields has provided new opportunities for
accurate diagnosis and management of diseases in many crops
(Mohanty et al., 2016; Mahlein, 2016; Figure 1). However, when
using computer vision for precise disease identification, all variables, including image capture conditions, capture sensor types,
season and weather data, in conjunction with each of the different
diseases on fruits and leaves of various ages, must be accounted
for (Barbedo, 2018).
Here, we describe the results of a project funded by Cornell
Initiative for Digital Agriculture (CIDA), to “train” computer vision models for the detection and identification of foliar diseases
of apple, with the long-term goal of developing a computer visionbased system for automatic identification of the most common
diseases (Thapa et al., 2020). We have captured a large number
of images of multiple foliar diseases of apples, under variable
illumination, angle, surface, and noise conditions (Figure 2).
These symptomatic images were expert-annotated to create a
pilot dataset and to setup global ‘Plant Pathology Challenge’
competitions in 2020 and 2021 to train computer vision models
for apple disease identification.

Materials and Methods
We developed a large, high-quality, real-life disease pilot
dataset of multiple apple foliar diseases during 2019 and 2020
growing seasons in an unsprayed apple orchard at Cornell AgriTech, Geneva, NY. Photos were taken using digital cameras and
smartphones. The pictures are of apple scab, powdery mildew,
cedar apple rust, frogeye leaf spot, Alternaria leaf blotch, as well
as complex disease symptoms and healthy leaves. The leaves in
‘complex disease’ symptoms have more than one disease on a
single leaf. To reflect real-world scenarios, the images were taken
directly in the orchard during the growing season under varying
light/angle/surface/noise conditions (Figure 2). The complexity
of the data was increased by (1) different background of images,
(2) time of the day when the images were taken, (3) different
physiological age of the plants, (4) co-occurrence of multiple diseases on the same plant, and (5) different focus of the images. We
have manually annotated a large number of images with disease
symptoms and confirmed diseases. A subset of these photos was
used to “train” the convolution neural networks, while a subset
was held back to “test” the accuracy of the machine learning al-

gorithm developed. The objectives, dataset, and results of ‘Plant
Pathology Challenge’ global competition held in 2020 and 2021
at Kaggle (online crowd-sourcing competition platform) are
described in the sections below.
The key objectives for the 2021 competition were to develop
machine learning models to 1) accurately classify symptom
images into different disease or healthy leaf categories, and 2)
to accurately distinguish an individual disease symptom from
multiple disease symptoms present on a single leaf image.
Competition 2020 In 2020, we set up a pilot image dataset
of apple disease symptoms and launched a global competition
‘Plant Pathology Challenge 2020’ at Kaggle, to allow individuals
and teams to compete and propose the best disease detection
algorithm. Details about the competition can be viewed at https://
www.kaggle.com/c/plant-pathology-2020-fgvc7/overview/description.
Dataset 2020: The photos of disease symptoms were taken
in varying light levels, angles, surfaces, and backgrounds and
were manually categorized by an expert. The final dataset for
the 2020 competition consisted of 3,651 RGB images with 1,200
apple scab, 1,399 cedar apple rust, 187 complex disease, and 865
healthy leaves (Table 1). Afterwards, the dataset was randomly
split into training and test datasets; the training dataset had 2,921
images (80%) and the test dataset had 723 images (20%).
Competition 2021 Due to the overwhelming interest from
the computer science community in ‘Plant Pathology Challenge
2020’, we significantly expanded the disease symptom database
and launched ‘Plant Pathology Challenge 2021’ at Kaggle. The
expert-annotated image dataset of disease symptoms in 2021
increased significantly to 23,249 RGB images, including two
additional disease categories: powdery mildew and frogeye leaf
spot (Table 1). In 2021, we also introduced a new dataset for
multi-label classification, representing occurrence of multiple
disease symptoms in single leaf. The 2021 competition page
can be viewed at https://www.kaggle.com/c/plant-pathology2021-fgvc8/overview/description.

Table 1. Summary table of 2020 and 2021 dataset of foliar diseases of
apples used for the ‘Plant Pathology Challenge’ competitions at Kaggle
to develop machine learning models for disease detection. The dataset
consists of RGB images of four diseases on single leaf, multiple disease
symptoms per leaf (complex disease), and images of healthy leaves. The
dataset was randomly split into training and test datasets to “train” and
“test” accuracy of machine learning models.
Image Dataset

2020

2021

Total

3,651

23,249

Apple scab

1,200

6,034

Cedar apple rust

1,399

2,329

Frogeye leaf spot

0

3,979

Powdery mildew

0

1,513

Complex disease

187

3,610

Healthy

865

5,784
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Figure 2. Images of dataset showing disease symptoms: Sample images
from the dataset to show some potential challenges for machine learning
models to identify diseases a) Images captured under different light
conditions, different angles and distances to the leaves. b) Other biotic,
abiotic stresses, physical factors that have similarities to symptoms of
interest.
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Figure 3. Results of ‘Plant Pathology Challenge’ 2020 and 2021 at Kaggle: Frequency distribution of entries with top AUC (area under the ROC curve)
scores and mean F1 scores from each team reported in ‘Plant Pathology Challenge’ 2020 and 2021 respectively on the private leaderboard at Kaggle. a)
Frequency and cumulative % of model accuracies for ‘Plant Pathology Challenge’ competition 2020, whereas b) Frequency and cumulative % of model
accuracies for ‘Plant Pathology Challenge’ competition 2021.

Dataset 2021: In 2021, two different datasets for multi-class
(individual diseases per leaf ) and multi-label (multiple diseases
per leaf ) prediction have been developed. A total of 23,249 and
1,703 RGB images were selected for the multi-class prediction
and multi-label prediction, respectively. Five distinct disease categories including apple scab, frogeye leaf spot, cedar apple rust,
powdery mildew, complex, and healthy were used for multi-class
prediction (Table 1). For multi-label prediction, a total of 1,703
RGB images, a subset of the complex disease category, were selected. The diseased leaves with complex disease symptoms of 1)
apple scab and frogeye leaf spot, 2) cedar apple rust and frogeye
leaf spot, and 3) a combination of powdery mildew, frogeye leaf
spot and cedar apple rust on a single leaf were selected for multilabel prediction.

Results
Results 2020: This expert-annotated pilot dataset was made
available to the Kaggle community as the ‘Plant Pathology Challenge’ competition under the Fine-Grained Visual Categorization (FGVC) workshop at CVPR 2020 (Computer Vision and
Pattern Recognition). The competition was launched at Kaggle
from March until May 2020. We used Mean AUC (area under
the ROC curve) values as a performance metric to select the
three winners with top models for disease identification. Within
70 days of competition, 1,317 teams participated and submitted
approximately 5,796 computer vision model entries. Of the submitted entries, ~41% of teams had top entries below 0.95 AUC,
~28% teams had entries between 0.95 and 0.97 AUC (Figure 3a),
and ~31% of teams had top entries above 0.97 AUC. The top three
algorithms developed through the Kaggle 2020 competition were
able to achieve above 98% accuracy in distinguishing between
symptoms of apple scab, cedar apple rust, and complex diseases
on a single leaf or healthy leaves, using the previously-unseen
“test” data set.
Results 2021: The ‘Plant Pathology Challenge 2021’ competition was launched at Kaggle on March until May 2021. A
total of 626 teams participated in the competition and submitted
10,483 model entries. At the end of competition, 60% teams had
top entries >0.85 mean F1 scores and the highest scores reported
on the private leaderboard was 0.88 (Figure 3b). We also used
ResNet34 as a baseline model to conduct both multi-class and
multi-label classification. The overall performance of baseline
model was better for multi-class classification than multi-label
classification. In the multi-class classification task, the highest
28

precision score was observed for healthy leaves, followed by cedar
apple rust, powdery mildew, and frogeye leaf spot.

Discussion
A large number of diseases and pests not only result in tree
loss, but also affect the cosmetic appearance of the fruit, leading to
decrease in consumer appeal and income for apple growers. Early
and accurate disease detection is critical for disease management
in apple orchards. Traditional disease and pest detection relies on
human scouts and is labor intensive and time consuming. To help
address the gap in disease detection in modern apple production
systems, we have created a large expert-annotated dataset of the
symptoms of major foliar diseases of apples, under variable illumination, angle, surface, and noise conditions (Figure 2). Computer vision models with > 0.88 accuracy scores were trained in
the ‘Plant Pathology Challenge’ global competitions in 2020 and
2021 at Kaggle using this dataset for apple disease identification.
These results show that computer vision and machine learning
have potential as promising tools for disease detection and classification in apples. We aim to expand this dataset by increasing
the number of diseases and number of images per common
disease to improve the prediction accuracy for real-life disease
detection. In the long term, this collection of computer vision
models and photo datasets can provide the basis for automated,
fast, and accurate disease detection of common orchard diseases
and pests. This could be done potentially through a smartphone
app, or by using a cameras held by hand, mounted on a tractor,
or flown overhead on a drone.

Conclusions
This dataset has contributed towards expanding the stateof-the-art capabilities of automatic image classification for
identification of foliar diseases of apples from a large number
of symptom classes in various real scenarios. We will continue
adding more symptom images to the dataset to build an even
larger, more comprehensive expert-annotated dataset. This will
include manually capturing and annotating images of current
and additional apple foliar and fruit disease symptoms.
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rowing strawberry under protected culture is increasing in popularity among growers in the Northeast by
extending the growing season and protecting against
wind, rain and cold temperatures as well as some pathogens.
Although such tunnels may also provide protection against some
arthropod pests, they unfortunately do not hinder infestation of
the tarnished plant bug (“TPB”, Lygus lineolaris Palisot de Beauvois) which can cause >30% damage of day-neutral strawberry
under low tunnels (Willden et al., 2021). Alternative options
for management of TPB on low tunnel strawberry are needed,
especially as the use of important insecticide products become
increasingly restricted or are not labeled for protected culture
strawberry. In addition, determining more efficient methods for
applying insecticides could result in fewer sprays and broader support of IPM practices to reduce the risk of insecticide resistance
and biodiversity loss as this industry expands in the Northeast
(Mahmood et al., 2016).
Microbial control of insect pests is an expanding biocontrol
practice that requires relatively few inputs by the grower while
providing more predictable levels of control compared to predator or parasitoid biocontrol agents. For example, commercially
produced entomopathogenic (insect-killing) fungi are immobile
biocontrol agents that can evenly be applied in the field using
standard sprayers. In addition, microbes are generally safe for
the environment and human health and preserve natural enemies
(Lacey et al., 2001). However, a major limitation of applying
microbial biocontrol agents and other commercial products in
the field is ultraviolet “UV” degradation, specifically from UVB
(280 – 320 nm) (Thompson et al., 2006). This is a key issue for
applying Beauveria bassiana (Hypocreales) Vuill, a fungal insect
pathogen that is commercially available and labeled for TPB on
strawberry. Although many commercial B. bassiana products
contain UV protectants or “sunscreens”, they still provide limited
control of TPB in the field (Kaiser et al., 2019; Kouassi et al., 2003;
Kovach and English-Loeb, 1997). Thus, reducing UV exposure of
B. bassiana and pesticides in the field is likely to increase their
longevity and lethality against insect pests.
Plastic films used for protected culture strawberry production come with varying UV-limiting capabilities that may provide
an additional layer of UV-protection for microbial biocontrol
agents and pesticides in the field. However, comparing the efficacy
of such products under UV-selective vs. conventional low tunnels
has received little attention. The objectives of this study were to
determine how UV exposure impacts spore survival of B. bassiana, determine if UV-limiting plastics improves efficacy of Mycotrol® and the standard insecticide Assail® against TPB, and finally
to determine if such treatments have downstream impacts on
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local TPB population
and strawberry yield.
The goal of this research is to strengthen
IPM practices that
provide safe, efficient
and economical pest
control options on low
tunnel strawberry.

Methods
Materials

This work was supported by the NY
State Berry Growers Association
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control using Beauveria bassiana
(Hypocreales) Vuill, a fungal insect
pathogen that is commercially available
and labeled for TPB on strawberry.
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Lab experiments: Conidia of Beauveria bassiana (strain
GHA) were sourced from Certis USA LLC (Columbia, MD). A
suspension of conidia was prepared and inoculated to agar Petri
dishes. Dishes were randomly assigned to one of 5 covering treatments that varied in UV transmission (Fig 1A) (“Saran Wrap”,
“Dubois” plastic [1.5-mil film; distributed by Dubois Agrinovations], “Tufflite IV” plastic [6 mil, Berry Global Inc.,], “Warps”
plastic [4 yr, 6 mil UV-Clear plastic, Warps Bros.]), and standard
aluminum foil. Covered plates were then exposed to a UVB strip
with a dose equivalent to approximately 51 minutes of noon sun
exposure during late August in Geneva, NY. Percentage spore
germination was determined after 16-19 hours and the number
of colony forming units were counted.
Field experiments:
Plot preparation. During June 2020 in Geneva, NY, plots of
the day-neutral strawberry cultivar Albion (supplied by Nourse
Farms, Whatley MA) were planted along 3-5 m staggered double
rows on raised beds covered by white plastic mulch. Plants were
drip-irrigated twice per week and fertilized with 20-20-20 fertilizer weekly at a rate of 2.27 kg N per acre. To facilitate optimal
plant growth, runners were cut weekly during the entire season
and flowers picked weekly during the first month. When low
tunnels were constructed, one side remained down while the
opposite side was raised or lowered if rain or high temperatures
were forecasted.
Nine plots within 6 blocks were assigned to one of 9 treatments in a 3x3 factorial design. The first factor was a TPB spray
treatment that included a water control, the standard insecticide
Assail® (Assail 30 SG Insecticide [EPA reg. No 8033-36; Nippon
Soda Co., ltd. New York]) and Mycotrol® WPO [GHA strain;
EPA reg. No: 82074-2; Certis USA LLC, Columbia, MD]. The
second factor was covering treatment that included a no plastic
open-field control, the UV-transmitting plastic ‘Dubois’, and the
UV-blocking plastic ‘Warps’.
Field application on TPB and population estimates. To deNEW YORK STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

termine how control products impacted survival of TPB
under different covering treatments in the field, the following experiment was conducted during the 2020 field
season (Fig. 1B). HOBO data loggers (Onset MX1101,
Bourne, MA) were deployed under each covering treatment to determine daily average temperature and relative
humidity (RH) when applications were made. In addition,
a field UVB meter (Solarmeter™ Glenside, PA) was used
to determine UVB transmission under each covering
treatment. Groups of 10 sentinel TPB were aspirated
into mesh bags to be deployed in the field (Fig. 1B). Mesh
bags blocked some UVB (52% UVB transmission), but
they were necessary to contain insects within plots. Bags
were then affixed to a central strawberry within each plot
using a twist tie. The products Mycotrol and Assail were
prepared following manufacturer’s recommendations
(Mycotrol: 454 grams / 50-100 gallons per acre; Assail:
5.45 grams / 50-100 gallons per acre) and sprayed directly
on the plots and sentinel insects. Once sprayed, both sides
of the tunnels were lowered for 48 hours. After 48 hrs.,
sentinel insects were brought back to the lab and sorted
individually into Petri dishes topped with mesh and given
food and water. Insects were placed in growth chambers at
27°C, 65% RH and 12:12 LD and checked daily for survival.
Sprays were made on the warm and sunny days of 28
July, 25 Aug, 24 Sept in 2020. Additional sprays (without
sentinel insects) were made on 10, 15, 22 Sept and 10 Oct.
Population estimates of TPB were made weekly by tapping
flower clusters onto white plastic plates and counting the
number of nymphs present.
Yield estimates. Strawberries were harvested weekly
from late July to early November in 2020. Average total
yield per plant (g) and average berry weight (g) was determined for each harvest. A random subset of berries was
scored for the presence of TPB damage and marketability
(i.e., berries weighing > 5 grams and having minimal damage).

Figure 1. Arena design and treatments evaluated in lab and field experiments. (A)
Petri dish experiments on the survival of B. bassiana conidia on artificial media after
exposure to UVB under 5 covering treatments that ranged in UVB transmission. (B)
Arena design for insect sprays made during the 2020 field experiments. A water
control, Mycotrol, and Assail treatment was applied to plants and sentinel insects
under 3 covering treatments that ranged in UVB limitation.

Results
Lab experiments: Coverings that blocked UVB
resulted in substantially higher rates of spore germination
and colony forming units. Specifically, 75-90% of spores
germinated under Warps and Aluminum foil treatments
that blocked most UVB, compared to less than 10% for
Figure 2. A) The effect of covering treatment (increasing from left to right in UVB
coverings with high UVB transmission (Fig. 2A). This limitation) on spore germination of B. bassiana 16-19 hours post incubation.
resulted in visible differences in the number of colony Different letters indicate significant differences based on Tukey’s HSD (p < 0.05).
B) Resulting impact of covering treatments on B. bassiana colony forming units 72
forming units grown on plates (Fig. 2B).
hours post incubation.
Field experiments:
Field tests on sentinel insects and effects on local
duce transmission of UVB will increase the efficacy of Mycotrol®
TPB. The spray treatment (i.e., control, Mycotrol or Assail) against TPB. Curiously, survival of insects sprayed with Assail®
significantly impacted the survival probability of sentinel TPB was equally low under both plastic films compared to the open
deployed in the field during 2020. Nearly 70% of insects sprayed field (Fig. 4B). Counts of naturally occurring TPB were similar
with Assail died within 48 hours of treatment, compared to 10% between control plots and those sprayed with Mycotrol®, but were
for control insects and those sprayed with Mycotrol® (Fig. 3). 49-55% lower on plots sprayed with Assail® (Fig. 5). This difference
Of insects who survived the 48 hr. incubation time in the field, was largely explained by the considerably high efficacy of Assail®
survival probability was highest for control insects, followed by under the Dubois or Warps plastics (Fig 5).
Mycotrol®, and finally by Assail®. For TPB sprayed with Mycotrol®,
Treatment impacts on yield. Season averaged plant yield
survival was lower under the UV-blocking film ‘Warps’ compared ranged from 20-27 grams/plant and did not vary by covering
to the open-field and the UVB-transmitting film ‘Dubois’ (Fig. type or management treatment. Significant differences in fruit
4A). These results support our hypothesis that coverings that re- marketability were detected among management treatments, but
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not among covering types. Plants sprayed with Assail resulted in
significantly more marketable and less TPB-damaged fruit compared to either the control plots or those sprayed with Mycotrol.
This difference was most pronounced under Dubois and Warps
tunnels where Assail efficacy against TPB was highest.

Discussion
Damage by TPB continues to be a primary issue on strawberry, including those grown in the open field and under tunnels.
Given increasing risk of insecticide resistance and impact on nontargets, growers are in need of good biocontrol options for this
challenging pest. Microbial control is a very promising option,
given its ease of application and even spray coverage in the field.
However, UV-degradation of biocontrol microbes and pesticide
products is key limiting factor in the field. The primary objective
of this study was to determine if UV-selective plastics can be used
to improve both biocontrol and conventional pesticides against
TPB on strawberry. This study found that growing strawberries
under UVB selective tunnels may lead to higher performance of
the biocontrol entomopathogen B. bassiana, but this may not
translate into widespread suppression of TPB populations and

Figure 3. Survival probability of TPB treated with a water control, Mycotrol
or Assail over time (days). Different letters right of treatment labels in the
legend indicate significant pairwise differences based on post hoc tests
including a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (α/η).

reduced yield loss, especially compared to conventional management practices.
Lack of widespread control of TPB despite high performance
of Mycotrol® under UVB plastics is likely the result of small dosage and plot sizes in our study. Given that the abiotic conditions
were within the control requirements for Mycotrol®, it is possible that higher concentrations and more frequent applications
were needed to manage the high densities of TPB present in our
study. In addition, outside infestation by non-infected TPB from
neighboring plants may have diluted any Mycotrol® effects that

Figure 4. Survival probability of TPB when sprayed with Mycotrol (A)
or Assail (B) under covering treatments that varied in UVB limitation.
Different letters right of treatment labels in the legend indicate significant
pairwise differences based on post hoc tests including a Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons (α/η).

Figure 5. Summary statistics of TPB density and plant yield (including percent marketability and damage by TPB) organized by covering and
management treatment. Different letters for each variable along a row indicates significant pairwise differences among the combined treatments based
on Tukey’s HSD (p < 0.05).
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were present, as was observed years earlier at a similar site in
Geneva, NY (Kovach and English-Loeb, 1997).
Of all the management treatments evaluated, Assail resulted
in the lowest survival of sentinel insects, lowest local TPB density,
and lowest proportion of damaged fruit. Curiously, these effects
were similar between Dubois and Warps tunnels. Because Dubois
tunnels transmit 87 – 89% of UVB, it is more likely other factors
aside from UV protection explained this result. For example,
protection from rain, high temperatures and low humidity under tunnels may have resulted in longer lasting residues and/
or higher rates of vapor drift (Bessin, 2016). Such volatiles and
residues would be concentrated within tunnels compared to the
open-field, leading to higher mortality of TPB (Doan Ngoc et al.,
2015). If so, it is important to note that higher concentrations and
longer-lasting vapors under tunnels may put growers and farm
workers at higher risk of exposure. Further research is therefore
needed to reevaluate dosage and re-entry intervals under tunnels
to ensure the safety of growers, farm workers and natural enemies
(Chagnon et al., 2015; Leach et al., 2017; Roubos et al., 2014).
Although Mycotrol-treated plots alone did not significantly
impact ambient TPB populations in our study, there is considerable evidence that Mycotrol® and other biopesticides are compatible or synergistic with conventional insecticides including
Assail (Dara, 2013; Steinkraus and Tugwell, 1997). There is also
potential to evaluate the synergism of biopesticides and insect
growth regulators to prevent molting and lengthen exposure to
insect pathogens. Thus, biopesticides could easily be incorporated into IPM programs that maintain efficacy while reducing
reliance on conventional insecticides. We suggest that the next
step of this research should evaluate compatibility and integration of microbial biocontrol with conventional insecticides on
low tunnel strawberry to combat TPB.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Low tunnels often result in higher and more marketable
strawberry yield compared to the open field. In addition, our
study found increased spore viability and infectivity of the insect
pathogen Beauveria bassiana under plastics that blocked UVB.
Unfortunately, there was little downstream impact on naturally occurring TPB and yield in our study, as strawberry plants
sprayed with Mycotrol® resulted in similar local TPB densities,
yield and damaged fruit compared to control plots. Efficacy of
the insecticide Assail® was also improved under low tunnels of
all UV-limiting types, suggesting that tunnels prolong pesticide
activity. However, sprays under tunnels should be made with caution as increased risk of vapor and residue exposure may occur.
Future research should evaluate the compatibility of microbial
biopesticides and conventional insecticides to establish IPM
programs specific to low tunnel strawberry that support plant
productivity and sustainable pest management.

design and operating equipment. We also thank the Cornell Statistical Consulting Unit for their guidance on experimental design
and statistics. Finally, we extend our gratitude and thanks to our
reviewers for their comments and suggestions on this manuscript.
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